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FINAL DECISION OF THE 

COMMUNICATIONS AUTHORITY 
 
ALLEGED MISLEADING OR DECEPTIVE REPRESENTATIONS BY 

HONG KONG BROADBAND NETWORK LIMITED  
IN RELATION TO THE ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN ON  

“EXCLUSIVE SWITCHING OFFER TO PCCW RESIDENTIAL 
FIXED LINE CUSTOMERS AT ONLY HK$9.9/MONTH” 

 
 
Licensee concerned: Hong Kong Broadband Network Limited (“HKBN”)

 
Issue: The representations made in HKBN’s advertising 

campaign on “Exclusive Switching Offer to 
PCCW Residential Fixed Line Customers at Only 
HK$9.9/month” were alleged to be misleading or 
deceptive  
 

Relevant Instrument:  Section 7M of the Telecommunications Ordinance 
(“TO”) (Cap. 106)   
 

Decision: Breach of section 7M of the TO 
 

Sanction: Financial penalty  
 

Case Reference: 7M/2/6-12  
 

 
 
THE COMPLAINT 
 
   On 27 June 2011, the former Office of the Telecommunications 
Authority (“OFTA”) received an industry complaint alleging that the 
representations made by HKBN in relation to its advertising campaign on 
“Exclusive Switching Offer to PCCW Residential Fixed Line Customers at 
Only HK$9.9/month” (“Switching Offer”) (Chinese version “電訊盈科家居電
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話用戶獨享攜號轉台優惠月費只需 HK$9.9” (“轉台優惠”) were misleading 
or deceptive.   
 
2.  According to the information provided by the complainant on 27 
June 2011, the advertising campaign was launched on 10 June 2011 and aimed 
directly at the then existing customers of PCCW’s residential telephone line 
(“PCCW RTL”) service for switching their subscriptions to HKBN’s residential 
telephone (“HKBN HomeTel”) service.  The complainant alleged that the 
advertising campaign included the followings –  
 

(a) Advertisements in local newspapers and magazines (“News 
Ad”) about the Switching Offer with headline “At Only 
HK$9.9*/month” (Chinese version: “ 月 費 只 需 HK$9.9*”) 
(Annex A). 

 
In the concerned advertisement headline, the superscript * referred 
reader to a fine print at the bottom of News Ad (Annex B).  In the 
fine print, the relevant information relating to this complaint is 
extracted as follows –  

(i) This offer is only applicable to existing PCCW RTL 
customers; 

 
(ii) The subscriber will be charged a non-refundable installation 

fee of HK$200; 
 
(iii) The monthly service fee for HKBN HomeTel service is 

HK$9.9.  The monthly service fee for HKBN HomeTel 
service with four Value-Added Services (“VAS”) (viz. 
Caller Display, Call Waiting, Conference Call and 
Block-the-blocker) is HK$19.9.  Subscriber must subscribe 
to a 24-month contract; 

 
(iv) Subscriber must (1) subscribe to and install designated 

HKBN HomeTel service on or before 30 June 2011; (2) 
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submit a duly completed Notification of Service 
Disconnection form (“NSD form”) to HKBN within 30 days 
after installation of the HKBN HomeTel service; and (3) 
successfully port his/her existing residential telephone 
number to HKBN; 

 
(v) Offer is valid only while quota lasts; and 

 
(vi) The monthly service fee will be automatically increased to 

HK$45 (for HKBN HomeTel service) and HK$55 (for 
HKBN HomeTel service with VAS) for a 24-month contract 
in the following two situations: (1) subscriber failed to 
submit a duly completed NSD form to HKBN within 30 
days after installation of HKBN HomeTel service or (2) 
subscriber had submitted a duly completed NSD form to 
HKBN but subscriber’s existing residential telephone 
number was unable to be ported to HKBN successfully 
within 180 days after installation of HKBN HomeTel 
service. 

 
(b) HKBN’s Website displaying the “Hong Kong Broadband 

Network HomeTel Service Plan Registration Form” (the “Web 
Registration Form”) in Chinese (Annex C).   
 
The concerned Web Registration Form included the terms and 
conditions listed in the fine print of News Ad and also other 
additional terms and conditions under the heading “家居電話服務

補充” (English translation: “Supplements for the HKBN HomeTel 
service”) which stated the following in Chinese –  

 
“1. 合約期後之家居電話服務月費為HK$108。 
 
2. 客戶明白本服務在電力故障情況下不能正常運作，故不適

用於接駁平安鐘或依靠平安鐘服務者使用。 
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3. 若客戶登記之服務安裝地址未能成功安裝「家居電話」，

香港寬頻將以「寬頻電話」代替。(如適用者)” 
 
(English Translation 

 
“1. The monthly fee of the HKBN HomeTel service will become 

HK$108 upon expiry of the contract. 
2. The customer acknowledges that the HKBN HomeTel service 

cannot be used in case there is power failure; and thus cannot 
be connected to the Personal Emergency Link (“PE Link”) 
service or be used by users of the PE Link service. 

3. If the HKBN HomeTel service cannot be successfully installed 
at the registered installation address of the customer, HKBN 
will provide the “Broadband Phone Service 1 ” instead (if 
applicable).”) 

 
(c) Mouse-over-pop-up advertisements (the “MOPU Ad” 2) in five 

commercial websites among which MOPU Ad13 at Annex D(1) 
promulgated the Switching Offer with the headline “月費只需 
HK$9.9” (English translation, “At Only HK$9.9 per month”) and 
MOPU Ad24 at Annex D(2) gave a similar advertisement about 
the Switching Offer but with the four VAS included in the monthly 
fee of HK$9.9/month with headline “月費HK$9.9，包4項增值服

務 ” (English translation, “HK$9.9 per month including four 
VAS”).  

 
(d) Poster (Annex E(1)) and handheld marketing materials (Annex 

E(2)) for display or distribution in HKBN shops and booths about 
                                                           

1 Broadband Phone Service is a broadband telephone service offered by HKBN for residential customers.  
This service connects a standard telephone to a broadband internet connection via a broadband phone 
adapter at the customer’s premises.  

2  MOPU Ad refers to advertisements that pop up when reader moves the mouse cursor over highlighted 
keywords “電話” (English translation: “Telephone”) and “屋企” (English translation: “Home”) on the 
websites concerned. 

3 MOPU Ad 1 appeared in website at:  hk.news.yahoo.com,  
4 MOPU Ad 2 appeared in websites at: www.style-tips.com, www.am730.com.hk, news.mingpao.com and 

www.discuss.com.hk, 
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the Switching Offer with headline “月費只需 HK$9.9*” (English 
translation, “At Only HK$9.9* per month”). 

 
(e) Chinese and English Press Releases in slightly different 

versions5 issued by HKBN on 10 June 2011 about the launch of the 
Switching Offer (the “Press Releases”).  The Press Releases were 
attached with a copy of the News Ad. 

   
(i) In the Chinese Press Release (Annex F), the following 

information was promulgated –   
 

“現有電訊盈科家居電話服務的客戶攜號轉台，將可以超

抵月費港幣$9.90 享用合約期為24 個月的家居電話服

務，每月節省港幣100.1元1，24 個月合約節省高達港幣

2,400 元！  
 

1    資料來源：於2011 年6 月10 日，有關公司的網頁資料顯示家居

電話月費為港幣110 元，供參考之用，詳情可瀏覽以下網址： 

 
http://www.pccw.com/Consumer/Residential+Line/Local+Telephone
+Services/Welcome+Special+Offer?language=zh_HK” 
 
(English translation 
“Existing PCCW RTL customers can switch and port their 
telephone number [to HKBN], and enjoy a super low monthly 
fee at HK$9.9 under a 24-month contract, can save 
HK$100.11 per month which amounts to a saving up to 
HK$2,400 for a contract of 24 months.  

 

                                                           

5 The major differences between the Press Releases were that the Chinese Press Release included information 
to the effect that (a) the monthly saving was HK$100 and the saving for a 24-month contract was HK$2,400; 
and (b) some citizens were still paying HK$60 or HK$70 to HK$100 as telephone fees monthly.  Whereas, 
in the English Press Release, it did not mention about the 24-month saving but only stated that some 
customers were still paying fees up to US$14/month (HK$110) for local calls in Hong Kong and HKBN was 
pleased to offer HKBN HomeTel service at US$1.30/month (HK$9.90). 
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1    Information source：As of 10 June 2011, information on the relevant 
company’s webpage showed that the monthly fee of residential 
telephone was HK$110, for reference only, details refer to the 
website below: 

http://www.pccw.com/Consumer/Residential+Line/Local+Telephon
e+Services/Welcome+Special+Offer?language=zh_HK”) 

 

(ii) the English Press Release (Annex G) provided the 
following information–   
 
“….. why is it that some customers are still paying up to 
US$14/month (HK$1101) for local calls in Hong Kong?  
Available immediately, Hong Kong Broadband Network 
Limited is pleased to offer an AWESOME US$1.30/month 
(HK$9.90) HKBN HomeTel service for PCCW customers 
that port in their existing numbers to our network. 

  
1   Note : As of 10 June 2011 

http://www.pccw.com/Consumer/Residential+Line/Local+Teleph
one+Services/Welcome+Special+Offer?language=en_US” 

 

3. On 5 August 2011, the complainant further informed the former 
OFTA that the advertising campaign of HKBN also included the following – 
 

(a) An English Billboard Advertisement (“Billboard Ad”) (Annex H) 
targeted at vehicular drivers was displayed at Cotton Tree Drive to 
promote the Switching Offer; and 

 
(b) An electronic Direct Mail Advertisement (“eDM Ad”) (Annex I) 

sent to HKBN’s existing broadband customers with the theme “推
薦家居電話新客戶即賞HK$200賬額回贈” (English version: 
“Home Telephone Referral Program Enjoy HK$200 rebate for 
service fee”) to promote referrals of PCCW RTL customers to 
switch their subscriptions to HKBN HomeTel service. 
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4. The complainant alleged that the representations made in HKBN’s 
advertising campaign were misleading or deceptive in the following aspects – 
 

(a) Allegation 1:  HKBN’s advertising campaign was misleading 
as to price – The headline charge of HK$9.9 per month was 
alleged to be false, deceptive and misleading because in switching 
to use HKBN HomeTel service, switching customers were 
required to enter into a 24-month contract and pay an upfront 
non-refundable installation fee of HK$200.  The installation fee 
was equivalent to an additional charge of HK$8.33 per month for a 
24-month contract (i.e. HK$200 / 24 months = HK$8.33).  
Accordingly, a switching customer had to pay a minimum net 
effective monthly charge of HK$18.23 (i.e. HK$9.9 + HK$8.33 = 
HK$18.23), not HK$9.9 as claimed by HKBN.   For the Billboard 
Ad, the complainant emphasised that as the target readers were 
travelling on vehicles, they could neither read the fine print nor be 
aware that the effective monthly fee was in fact HK$18.23 after 
averaging out the installation fee of HK$200 over the 24-month 
contract period. 
 

(b) Allegation 2:  HKBN’s advertising campaign was misleading 
as to possible savings – Following the arguments above, the 
complainant alleged that if the installation fee was included and 
spread over 24 months, the actual monthly charge should be 
HK$18.23 which was almost double the monthly charge of 
HK$9.9 as claimed by HKBN.  Therefore, the complainant 
considered that HKBN could not substantiate its claim in the 
Chinese Press Release, that existing PCCW customers can save up 
to HK$2,400 (“Saving Claim”) in switching to use HKBN 
HomeTel service.  The complainant considered that the Saving 
Claim of HK$2,400 (i.e. (HK$110 - HK$9.9) x 24 months) = 
HK$2,402) was misleading as HKBN had failed to take into 
account the installation fee.  At best, the complainant considered 
that the Saving Claim should be HK$2,202 (i.e. (HK$110 - 
HK$18.23) x 24 months), not HK$2,400.   
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(c) Allegation 3:  HKBN’s advertising campaign was misleading 

as to follow-on price – The complainant alleged that HKBN had 
failed to alert switching customer that upon expiry of the 24-month 
contract, HKBN would charge the switching customer a monthly 
fee of HK$108.   The complainant considered that the follow-on 
price was more than 10 times the headline charge at HK$9.9 per 
month, but this important pricing information was only available in 
the Web Registration Form on HKBN’s website.   Further, the 
complainant considered that the target customers of the advertising 
campaign were likely to be stable (and perhaps elderly) customers 
who could be expected to remain with HKBN after the expiry of 
the 24-month contract.  The complainant took the view that the 
failure to disclose the follow-on price of HK$108 per month was 
silence or deception by omission which might have contravened 
section 7M of the TO.    

 
The complainant made reference to paragraphs 3.11 to 3.13 of the 
“Guidelines on Misleading or Deceptive Conduct in Hong Kong 
Telecommunications Markets” (the “7M Guidelines”6), and in 
particular highlighted paragraph 3.11 thereof  which states that : 
 
“silence is “conduct” under section 7M and a licensee’s silence or 
non-disclosure may amount to misleading or deceptive conduct 
where it is necessary to reveal relevant facts to prevent consumers 
from being misled.  Licensees must not mislead by half-truths or 
remain silent in a situation where consumers have a reasonable 
expectation that the licensee will provide them with specific 
information.” 

 
(d) Allegation 4:  HKBN’s advertising campaign was misleading 

as to failure to disclose material information – The complainant 

                                                           

6 The 7M Guidelines was issued by the former Telecommunications Authority (“TA”) on 21 May 2003 and is 
available at:  http://tel_archives.ofca.gov.hk/en/report-paper-guide/guidance-notes/gn_20030521.pdf. 
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alleged that the information that the HKBN HomeTel service could 
not be used during power failure and thus could not support the PE 
Link service was not mentioned in the News Ad (and also in other 
promotional materials).  This important piece of information was 
only available in the Web Registration Form on HKBN’s website.  
The complainant considered that the Switching Offer was targeted 
at PCCW RTL customers among whom a significant percentage 
were elderly and cost sensitive customers and that a service 
without power backup was not comparable to the PCCW RTL 
service.  The complainant had made seven different calls to the 
HKBN hotline to enquire if HKBN HomeTel service could support 
the PE Link service in the seven buildings7 randomly selected by 
the complainant.  According to the complainant, the HKBN’s 
hotline staff consistently responded that HKBN HomeTel service 
could not support PE Link service as there was no standby power 
available in the seven buildings concerned.     
 
The complainant further alleged that HKBN had not disclosed in 
the News Ad (and also in other promotional materials) the 
information that if HKBN HomeTel service could not be 
successfully installed at the registered installation address of the 
customer, HKBN would provide “Broadband Phone Service” 
instead.  This information was only available in the Web 
Registration Form on HKBN’s website8. 
 

(e) Allegation 5:  HKBN HomeTel service did not comply with the 
Code of Practice for Provision of Backup Power Supply for 
Local Fixed Telephone Service 9  (“COP on BPS”) – The 
complainant considered that HKBN did not comply with the COP 

                                                           

7 The seven buildings were Bedford Gardens (North Point), Vision City (Tsuen Wan), Block 2, Grandway 
Garden (Tai Wai), Fu Nga House, Fu Keung Court (Lok Fu), Block 2, New Jade Gardens (Chai Wan), 
Tower 1, Metro City Phase 1 (Tseung Kwan O) and Block 1, Tai Po Centre (Tai Po). 

8    OFCA notes that information that Broadband Phone service would replace HKBN HomeTel service was 
also available at Remark 6 of the eDM Ad (Annex I). 

9 The CoP on BPS was issued by the former TA on 26 September 2003 and available at:   
http://tel_archives.ofca.gov.hk/en/code/cop20060419.pdf. 
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on BPS, which states that for network equipment installed in 
customer buildings, the backup power supply systems should have 
a capacity of at least one hour endurance during outage of public 
electricity supply.    
 

(f) Allegation 6:  HKBN’s advertising campaign did not compare 
its service with that of PCCW on a “like for like” basis – The 
complainant pointed out that HKBN was not comparing its service 
with PCCW’s service on a “like for like" basis by making 
reference to paragraph 3.23 of the 7M Guidelines relating to 
Comparative Advertising.  The complainant said that in the Press 
Releases, the price comparison between HKBN’s best promotional 
offer at the price of HK$9.9 per month and PCCW’s maximum 
published price of HK$110 was not a “like for like” comparison.  
The complainant opined that PCCW’s maximum published price 
was rarely the actual price paid by the customers, and substantial 
discounts were routinely provided along with free VAS, free IDD, 
gifts, cash rebates, and etc.  The complainant noted that PCCW’s 
website featured 24 month term plan for PCCW RTL service 
offered with a variety of free gifts valued up to HK$1,298 and 
discounted gifts with savings valued up to HK$7,380.  Moreover, 
cash rebates up to about HK$500 might also be available under 
certain circumstances.  The complainant provided to the former 
OFTA a printout from PCCW’s website about the RTL offers 
(Annex J). 

 
The complainant also said that the VAS offered by HKBN in the 
Switching Offer included only four VAS and at an additional fee of 
HK$10 per month.   However, the complainant considered that 
many PCCW’s customers received six VAS (i.e. in addition to the 
four VAS provided by HKBN, there were two more VAS of Local 
Call Transfer and Music on Hold) without any additional charges.   

 
Therefore, the complainant considered that even if the Saving 
Claim was HK$2,202 with the inclusion of the installation fee of 
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HK$200, it was misleading as HKBN had failed to take into 
account the substantial discount, free gift and cash rebates which 
PCCW customers would receive.  The complainant concluded that 
HKBN had not compared like for like, either as to price or term, as 
regards services of HKBN and PCCW. 

  
(g) Allegation 7:  HKBN’s advertising campaign was inconsistent 

as to the treatment of the four VAS – The complainant pointed 
out that the MOPU Ad2’s claim that “月費HK$9.9，包4項增值服

務 ” (English translation, “HK$9.9 per month including four 
VAS”) was different from other advertisements in which the 
monthly fee of HK$9.9 was exclusive of the four VAS. 

 
(h) Allegation 8:  HKBN’s advertising campaign possibly involved 

“bait advertising” – The complainant considered that the 
Switching Offer advertised by HKBN had a relatively short 
registration and installation deadline (“Deadline”), e.g. before 30 
June 2011.  It was possible that HKBN was using “bait 
advertising” to attract and lure  PCCW customers to use HKBN 
HomeTel service.  Under either set of the circumstances as 
outlined in the fine print, they would be required to pay a higher fee 
of HK$45 or HK$55 (including four VAS) per month.  

 
(i) Allegation 9:  The statement “offer valid while quota lasts” 

was misleading or deceptive – The complainant pointed out that 
the statement “offer valid while quota lasts” which appeared in the 
fine print of earlier advertisements  was no longer included in the 
eDM Ad.  In addition, the Deadline had been extended twice (from 
30 June 2011 to 31 July 2011 and then to 31 August 2011).  These 
together indicated that the statement “offer valid while stock lasts” 
was misleading or deceptive as there was no such quota and 
instead a misleading sense of urgency in subscribing to HKBN 
HomeTel service was created. 
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THE INITIAL ENQUIRY 
 
5.  The former OFTA collected information on the Switching Offer 
upon receipt of the complaint.  Apart from the promotional materials that were 
identified by the complainant, the former OFTA found that there were also 
advertisements in HKBN’s website and HKBN’s Facebook as follows – 
 

(a) English and Chinese advertisements published on HKBN’s website 
about the Switching Offer with headline “Monthly At Only 
HK$9.9*” (Chinese version, “月費只需HK$9.90*”) (the “Web 
Ad”) at Annex K; and 

 
(b) A Chinese advertisement published on HKBN’s Facebook about 

the Switching Offer with headline “月費只需 HK$9.90* 立即登

記” (English translation, “At Only HK$9.9* per month, Register 
Now”) (the “Facebook Ad”) at Annex L. 

 
 
THE INVESTIGATION 
 
6. Having considered the complainant’s allegations and the 
information available, the former Telecommunications Authority (“TA”) 
considered that with the exception of Allegation 3 (on follow-on price), 
Allegation 5 (on compliance with COP on BPS) and Allegation 9 (on the “offer 
valid while quota lasts” statement), the allegations raised by the complainant 
were within the scope of section 7M of the TO and there were reasonable 
grounds for him to suspect that there might be a breach of section 7M by HKBN.  
Section 7M provides that – 
 

“A licensee shall not engage in conduct which, in the opinion of 
the Authority, is misleading or deceptive in providing or acquiring 
telecommunications networks, systems, installations, customer 
equipment or services including (but not limited to) promoting, 
marketing or advertising the network, system, installation, 
customer equipment or service.” 
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7. On Allegation 3, the former TA considered that the follow-on 
price of HK$108 per month did not form part of the Switching Offer.  
Customers who were not satisfied with the follow-on price could cease using 
the service after the expiry of the 24-month contract with HKBN.  Furthermore, 
the complainant had not adduced any concrete evidence to support its allegation 
that the target customers of the Switching Offer were stable and elderly persons 
who could be expected to remain with HKBN after the expiry of the 24-month 
contract.    
 
8. On Allegation 5, the former TA considered that whether HKBN 
had complied with the COP on BPS was a separate regulatory issue that fell 
outside the scope of section 7M of the TO.  
 
9. On Allegation 9, that the statement “offer valid while quota lasts”, 
being absent in the eDM but was included in previous advertising materials was 
misleading or deceptive (if in fact there was no quota for the previous offer), the 
former TA noted that the statement concerned was in fact found in the eDM 
(Annex I).  Accordingly, the complainant’s allegation is not substantiated.  
Regarding the extension of Deadline for the Switching Offer, the former TA 
noted that it was not uncommon for the industry to have different promotional 
phases for a marketing campaign with different deadlines and to extend the 
original deadline in response to the market situation.  The former TA also 
considered that imposing a quota system in each of the promotional phases 
should be a business decision and in this context it is not an issue that fell within 
the scope of section 7M.  
 
10. On 22 July 2011, the former OFTA commenced an investigation 
and requested HKBN to provide information in relation to the allegations raised 
by the complainant, with the exception of Allegations 3, 5 and 9 for reasons as 
explained above.  In addition, HKBN was invited to make representations to the 
former TA and the CA on the matter.  
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HKBN’s Representations 
 

11. HKBN submitted that the Switching Offer was first launched on 10 
June 2011 with the Deadline initially set on 30 June 2011.  However, due to the 
overwhelming response, the Deadline was extended a few times.    
 
12. In its representations, HKBN advised that there was an additional 
Chinese Billboard Advertisement (Annex M) displayed at Yuen Long LRT 
Stations promoting the Switching Offer.  The Chinese and English Billboard 
Advertisements are collectively referred to as the “Billboard Ads”.  HKBN’s 
representations on the allegations are as follows: 
 
Allegation 1: HKBN’s adverting campaign was misleading as to price 
 
13. HKBN responded that for fixed and mobile services, there were 
recurrent fee and non-recurrent fee.  It was generally accepted by the industry 
that the “monthly fee” referred to all types of recurrent charges that a customer 
had to pay on a monthly basis (such as “VAS” and “Licence / Tunnel Fee”, if 
applicable) for a service.  On the other hand, the non-recurrent fee referred to 
those one-off payments, such as the installation fee.  HKBN pointed out that it 
was commonly understood that the non-recurrent installation fee would not be 
included in the calculation of the monthly fee.  Therefore, HKBN considered 
that the installation fee of HK$200 did not alter the key message of the 
promotional materials that the monthly fee of HKBN HomeTel service was 
HK$9.9.   HKBN considered that any reasonable man could not have been 
misled or deceived by the presentation of the installation fee as alleged by the 
complaint. 
 
 
Allegation 2: HKBN’s adverting campaign was misleading as to possible 
savings 
 
14. HKBN submitted that the Saving Claim of HK$2,400 for a 
24-month contract in the Chinese Press Release was derived by subtracting the 
Switching Offer of HK$9.9 per month from PCCW RTL service at listed price 
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of HK$110 per month and then multiplying by 24 months (i.e. (HK$110 – 
HK$9.9) x 24 months = HK$2,400).  The reference to PCCW RTL service at 
HK$110 per month was based on the information posted at PCCW’s website on 
10 June 2011.   And, given that the installation fee was a one-off non-recurrent 
payment of fee and it had been clearly set out in the terms of the Switching Offer 
for customers’ attention, HKBN considered that no adjustment in the Saving 
Claim was necessary.   
 
15. HKBN argued that the Press Releases were not marketing 
materials but were merely a corporate information release which was not 
targeting the general public.  The Chinese Press Release was issued to 20 media 
partners and the English Press Release was sent by email to around 6,000 
selected recipients who were vendors, investors and those with close 
connections to the telecommunications industry (collectively known as “friends 
of HKBN”).   HKBN further argued that the Press Releases did not have the 
function of an advertisement in delivering or promoting the product or service 
to the target customers or recipients to make any purchasing decisions based on 
the message of the advertisement.  HKBN submitted that the journalists should 
have sufficient knowledge about HKBN and the telecommunications market 
that information in the Chinese Press Release would only be used as supporting 
document for news reporting or columns writing.  HKBN stated the fact that the 
contacts given in the Press Releases for directing enquiries were its corporate 
communications team and investor engagement team would strengthen its 
argument that the Press Releases were not marketing materials.  HKBN argued 
that it should be clear that no elements in the Press Releases would cause a 
reasonable man to believe that they were marketing materials.  
 
16. HKBN further argued that the HK$200 discrepancy in terms of the 
possible saving of over HK$2,000 was not material information to a reasonable 
person in making a purchase decision.  
 
Allegation 4: HKBN’s adverting campaign was misleading as to failure to 
disclose material information  
 
17. HKBN submitted that the impact of power outage on HKBN 
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HomeTel service was insignificant because according to the information 
available in the website of China Light and Power (“CLP”), the duration of 
unplanned power interruption per year was only 2.6 minutes during the period 
between 2008 and 2010.  In the situation of planned power outage, HKBN had 
implemented a contingency plan under which its technical teams would be 
dispatched to connect the telephone system with diesel power generator in order 
to ensure that basic telephone service could be maintained during power outage.  
HKBN further pointed out that the former TA initiated inquiries and issued a 
report on 27 September 2004 (the former “TA Report 2004”)10 which stated that 
“…the [former] TA does not consider the Broadband Phone’s reliance on 
working power supply to be a material section 7M issue.”   
 
18. HKBN claimed that it had fully complied with the requirements 
stipulated under the COP on BPS, by submitting to the former TA a building list 
specifying the status of work being carried out on the provision of backup 
power supply on a bi-annual basis and by notifying customers about the power 
outage problems.  Regarding the seven buildings where the complainant alleged 
that no backup power supply was available, HKBN replied that six of them had 
been classified as sites not feasible to install backup power supply while the 
remaining one was a Fibre-to-the-Home site for which no backup power supply 
was required.  
 
19. HKBN pointed out that the monthly subscription fee for 
Broadband Phone Service and HKBN HomeTel service under the Switching 
Offer was the same, i.e. HK$9.9 (without VAS) and HK$19.9 (with four VAS).  
HKBN submitted that both HKBN HomeTel service and Broadband Phone 
Service were identical to traditional telephone service in the sense that 
customers of the two services could make and receive local and international 
calls and enjoy full range of VAS features. 
 
20. HKBN further pointed out that registration for the Switching Offer 
must either be through the registration webpage or via HKBN’s hotline.  At the 
time when customers registered for the Switching Offer they would learn about 
                                                           

10 The report is available at: http://tel_archives.ofca.gov.hk/en/report-paper-guide/report/rp20040927.pdf. 
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the supplementary information on the power outage issue, the limitation of 
using PE Link service and the substitution of Broadband Phone Service.  HKBN 
was of the view that those supplementary information in the Web Registration 
Form was not material information for potential customers in making a 
purchasing decision.   Furthermore, HKBN submitted that customer’s consent 
would be sought during order verification after on-line or hotline registration.  A 
customer was free to cancel the application during the verification stage if 
he/she did not accept the supplementary terms and conditions of the Switching 
Offer.  
 
Allegation 6: HKBN’s adverting campaign did not compare “like for like” 
 
21. HKBN argued that the Press Releases were not marketing 
materials and they were not issued for comparison of offers with the competitor.  
HKBN reiterated that the only objective of the Press Releases was to give an 
update to the press and friends of HKBN on the latest development of the 
company.  The citation of PCCW RTL service in the Press Releases was to draw 
the reader’s attention to the development of the industry only.  
 
Allegation 7: HKBN’s adverting campaign was inconsistent as to the treatment 
of the four VAS 
 
22. HKBN submitted that the MOPU Ad2 only targeted frequent 
Internet or sophisticated users, who would not be easily misled by the MOPU 
Ad2 into not questioning the terms of the Switching Offer.  HKBN also claimed 
that no customer was actually misled by the MOPU Ad2.  Nevertheless, HKBN 
admitted that information in MOPU Ad2 stating that the tariff of HK$9.9 per 
month including four VAS was incorrect.  The correct tariff should be HK$9.9 
per month without provision of any VAS.  HKBN explained that the mistake 
was due to human error as one of its staff had accidentally included four VAS in 
the file for MOPU Ad2 and uploaded the file to the production website.   
 
23. To avoid recurrence of similar incident, HKBN had agreed to 
enhance the checking procedure for placing any MOPU advertisement.  With 
immediate effect, the subject officer would be required to pass the completed 
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advertising file to his/her supervisor for preview before uploading it to the 
production website.  In addition, HKBN would introduce a special “safe-net” 
arrangement to settle customers’ complaints by providing them the best offer in 
cases where there are inconsistency of terms set out in different marketing 
materials of the same campaign or offer. 
 
Allegation 8: HKBN’s adverting campaign possibly involved “bait advertising” 
 
24. HKBN denied the complainant’s allegation that HKBN had 
adopted bait advertising in the Switching Offer by scheduling a relatively short 
Deadline.  HKBN submitted that the Switching Offer comprised two lots of 
advertisements.  Lot 1 was published between the period from 10 June 2011 to 
28 June 201111 and the Deadline was set on 30 June 2011.  Lot 2 was published 
between the period from 28 June 2011 to 29 July 201112 and the Deadline was 
set on 31 July 201113.  However, due to the overwhelming responses, the 
Deadline was further extended to 13 September 2011 for “new customers” and 
30 September 2011 for “new customers referred by existing HKBN customers”.  
HKBN explained that the customers who read the Lot 1 advertisement would 
have 3 to 21 calendar days to register for the Switching Offer; whereas 
customers who read the Lot 2 advertisement would have 3 to 34 calendar days 
(47 to 78 calendar days with the Deadline extended to 13 September 2011) for 
the registration and installation completion.  HKBN submitted that, in normal 
circumstances, service installation could be arranged within 2 calendar days and 
a vast majority of customers who had registered for the Switching Offer could 
have service installation completed within 4 calendar days. 
 
25.  Regarding the two situations described in the fine print of the 
News Ad (see paragraph 2(a)(vi) above) under which a higher monthly fee of 
                                                           

11 In HKBN’s representations of 5 August 2011, Table 5 indicated that the last date of publication for Lot 1 
advertisement was on 27 June 2011.  However, HKBN’s email of 21 September 2011 showed that the last 
date of publication for Lot 1 advertisement should be on 28 June 2011. 

12 In HKBN’s representations of 5 August 2011, Table 5 indicated that the date of publication for Lot 2 
advertisement was from 4 July 2011 to 20 July 2011.  However, in HKBN’s email of 21 September 2011 
showed that the date of publication for Lot 2 advertisement should be from 28 June 2011 to 29 July 2011. 

13   Most of the Lot 2 advertisements, such as the Print Ad in newspapers, magazines and non-HKNB’s websites 
had the Deadline on 31 July 2011, except the eDM Ad for which the Deadline was on 31 August 2011.   
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HK$45 or HK$55 would apply, HKBN advised that as of January/February 
2012, none of the registered customers fell into either of the two situations and 
no customer was required to pay a higher monthly fee.  HKBN stated that the 
Switching Offer was strategically targeted at PCCW RTL customers for 
switching subscription to HKBN’s service.  It was therefore reasonable that a 
normal or higher monthly fee at HK$45 and HK$55 would be charged if for any 
reasons, the residential telephone number of the customers concerned could not 
be ported to HKBN.  In normal circumstances, service installation could be 
arranged and completed within [ ] and [ ] calendar days respectively and the 
whole number porting process would take about [ ] to [ ] calendar days.   
Overall, HKBN submitted that the allegation of bait advertising could not be 
established as the Deadline was not unreasonably short and the avoidance of the 
two situations was reasonably achievable.  
  
 
OFFICE OF THE COMMUNICATIONS AUTHORITY’S (OFCA)’S 
ASSESSMENT  
 
26.  Based on the information available and the representations 
submitted by HKBN, OFCA has summarised the dates and types of the  
promotional materials in relation to the Switching Offer as follows –  
 

(a)  News Ad 
(published in 20 newspapers and magazines from 10 June to 20 
July 2011); 

 
(b) Posters and handheld materials 

(displayed or distributed in 18 shops, 1 customer service centre and 
1 shopping mall from 13 June to 3 August 2011);  

 
(c) Billboard Ad 

(English version displayed at Central from 5 to 29 July 2011 and 
Chinese version displayed at Yuen Long LRT Station from 8 to 29 
July 2011); 
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(d) MOPU Ad1 and Ad2 
(For MOPU Ad1, displayed at 8 commercial websites from 17 to 
23 June 2011 and 4 to 23 July 2011.  For MOPU Ad2, displayed at 
46 commercial websites via WordSnap14 from 17 to 28 June 2011 
and 6 to 13 July 2011); 
 

(e) eDM Ad 
(despatched to HKBN’s existing broadband customers during the 
period from 12 to 20 July 2011);  
 

(f) Advertisements at HKBN’s website and Facebook 
(available from mid June to 30 August 2011); and  
 

(g) Press Releases 
 (Chinese press release was sent to 20 media partners and English 
press release was sent to 6,000 selected recipients.  The press 
releases were published at the website of “City Telecom (H.K.) 
Limited” (“CTHK”)15 on 10 June 2011).    

   
27. According to the information available, the Switching Offer was 
only applicable to the then PCCW RTL customers.  To be entitled to the 
Switching Offer, customers must - 
 

(a) subscribe to a 24-month contract for HKBN HomeTel service; 
 
(b) pay a monthly fee of HK$9.9 or HK$19.9  (with four VAS);  
 
(c) pay a non-refundable installation fee of HK$200;  
 

                                                           

14 WordSnap is a contextually relevant in-text advertising format that combines the power of search 
advertising with the brand effectiveness of display banner ads. 

15 At the time of launching the “Switching Offer” in June to September 2011, CTHK was the holding company 
of HKBN.   At that time, there was a web link in HKBN’s website that directed readers to browse CTHK’s 
website.  When readers entered CTHK’s webpage, clicked the tag “Press” and then the heading “Press 
Releases”, readers could view the Chinese press release titled “家居電話月費只需$9.90 香港寬頻推出攜

號轉台優惠計劃” and the English Press Release titled “AWESOME US$1.30/month PCCW HomeTel 
Switch-Over Offer”.  
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(d) pay a pre-payment of HK$230 which will be rebated during the 
contract period;  

 
(e) register and complete the installation on or before 30 June 2011 

(but the Deadline was first extended to 31 July 2011 and further 
extended to 13 September 2011).  Customers who are referrals 
from existing HKBN customers must register and complete the 
installation on or before 31 August 2011 (but extended to 30 
September 2011);  

 
(f) submit a duly completed NSD form to HKBN within 30 days after 

installation of the HKBN HomeTel service; and after the 
submission of the completed NSD form to HKBN must 
successfully port his/her existing residential telephone number to 
HKBN within 180 days after installation of HKBN HomeTel 
service, otherwise the monthly service fee would automatically be 
increased to HK$45 (without VAS) or HK$55 (with four VAS); 
and 

 
(g) complete registration for the Switching Offer by completing the 

Web Registration Form in HKBN’s website or via HKBN’s 
hotline.  

 
OFCA’s assessment of the various allegations of the complainant is set out 
below : 
 
Allegation 1: HKBN’s adverting campaign was misleading as to price 
 
28. OFCA considers that the key message “HK$9.9/month” was given 
in the advertising campaign and it represented that the customer has to pay a 
monthly fee of HK$9.9 as the service fee of HKBN HomeTel service.  OFCA is 
of the view that the recurrent fee generally refers to the amount of fee payable 
on a monthly basis by subscribers to the service provider for the services to 
which they have subscribed under a service contract.  On the other hand, the 
non-recurrent installation fee is a kind of one-off payment to the service 
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provider.  In this sense, OFCA agrees with HKBN’s representations that the 
general public was able to differentiate the recurrent fee from the non-recurrent 
fee.  OFCA notes that some service providers would waive the installation fee 
due to commercial consideration and only a monthly fee would be charged.  
OFCA is of the view that in the case of HKBN, that there would be an 
installation fee, and the amount involved had been clearly stated in the fine print 
of the promotional materials (such as the News Ad, poster, handheld material, 
etc.). The general public should be well aware that the non-refundable 
installation fee of HK$200 is a one-off non-recurrent fee and would not confuse 
this with the recurrent fee payable on a monthly basis.    Accordingly, OFCA 
considers the installation fee and other terms and conditions set out in the 
fine print have not significantly altered the key message about the monthly 
fee of the Switching Offer.   
 
29. With regard to the complainant’s allegation that the Billboard Ad 
was misleading or deceptive because the target readers in vehicles could only 
see the Billboard Ad’s headline “At Only HK$9.90/month” but would not be 
aware of the upfront installation fee of HK$200 and other terms and conditions 
of the Switching Offer, OFCA considers that Billboard Ads were meant to be 
seen from a distance by the target readers travelling on vehicles.  It would be 
rather difficult if not impossible for the target readers to either get close enough 
or to have sufficient time to read any details about the service.  The purpose, as 
well as effect, of the billboard advertisements were brand-building, rather than 
information-giving.  Moreover, taken together with OFCA’s assessment   above, 
that the installation fee and other terms and conditions set out in the fine print 
have not significantly altered the key message about the monthly fee of the 
Switching Offer, OFCA considers that the complainant’s allegation that the 
Billboard Ad was misleading or deceptive is not established.   In sum, 
OFCA considers that the complainant’s allegation that HKBN’s adverting 
campaign was misleading as to price is not substantiated. 
 
Allegations 2: HKBN’s advertising campaign was misleading as to possible 
savings 
 
30. In considering whether HKBN’s advertising campaign was 
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misleading with respect to the Saving Claim in the Chinese Press Release, 
OFCA has taken into account the two following issues - 
 

(a) Whether the Saving Claim of up to HK$2,400 for a 24-month 
service contract in the Chinese Press Release was factually correct 
or not; and 

 
(b) Whether the Chinese Press Release had the effect of a promoting, 

marketing and advertising the Switching Offer that falls within the 
scope of section 7M.   

 
31. OFCA is aware that PCCW had not published any discount offers 
for its existing customer at the material time and the HK$110 was the published 
price for its RTL service.  
 
32. However, the situation for the installation fee is different.  OFCA 
notes that if an existing customer of PCCW RTL Service had switched to 
HKBN HomeTel service, he had to pay a HK$200 installation fee on top of the 
HK$9.9 monthly fee.  But if this existing PCCW customer had remained with 
PCCW and did not switch to HKBN HomeTel service, this PCCW customer 
naturally needed not pay the installation fee for continuing its service 
subscription with PCCW in the coming 24 months.  In other words, only a 
switching customer had to pay an additional fee of HK$200 in the coming 24 
months.  As such, the total amount of fee payable by a switching customer for a 
contract period of 24-month is HK$437.6 (i.e.HK$200 + HK$9.9 x 24).  
Assuming the switching customer had indeed been paying PCCW HK$110 per 
month (the maximum published price of PCCW RTL service without any VAS) 
and after the deduction of HK$437.6 payable under the 24-months contract with 
HKBN, he could save HK$2,202.4 (i.e.HK$110 x 24 - HK$437.6) which was 
less than the Saving Claim of up to HK$2,400.  In this connection, OFCA 
considers that the Saving Claim of HKBN is factually incorrect. 
 
33. Regarding HKBN’s argument that the HK$200 discrepancy was 
not material information to a reasonable person in making a purchase decision 
in terms of the possible saving of over HK$2,000, OFCA considers that the 
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Saving Claims is a kind of price comparison between HKBN HomeTel service 
and PCCW RTL service.  It is clearly stated in paragraph 3.23 of the 7M 
Guidelines that “a statement about a competitor must be accurate and any 
comparison should be with ‘like for like’ products or services”.   In the current 
case, HKBN had made a claim on the potential savings by a RTL customer of 
PCCW for a 24-month contract period if he decided to switch his subscription 
from PCCW to HKBN.   In calculating the savings, both the recurrent monthly 
service charge and the one-off installation charge are important parts of the total 
expenditure which would be incurred by a customer during the 24-month 
contract period.  Omitting the installation charge in the calculation clearly falls 
short of the requirement for an accurate comparison in terms of the total price to 
be paid by a consumer for using the service.  Price competition is one of the 
most important aspects of competition in the telecommunications market in 
Hong Kong.  HKBN should have taken greater care to ensure the Saving Claims 
was accurately represented.  Misleading or deceptive representations that 
involve price comparison is a material breach in nature of section 7M.   
 
34. In considering whether the Chinese Press Release had the effect of 
promoting, marketing and advertising the Switching Offer that falls within the 
scope of section 7M, OFCA notes that the Chinese Press Release, which was 
issued to 20 media partners, announced the Switching Offer and the Saving 
Claim, and had attached the News Ad indicating that the installation fee of 
HK$200 was required.  In general, a press release is considered as a public 
statement given to the media to publish if they wish to do so.   OFCA considers 
that the primary purpose of HKBN in issuing the Chinese Press Release to the 
media was to provide information about the Switching Offer for the media to 
write news reports about the Switching Offer, including the amount of possible 
saving the switching customers might enjoy from the offer.  In this sense, as the 
information provided by the Chinese Press Release would likely have the 
purpose or effect of inducing the purchase decision of customers, OFCA 
considers that the Chinese Press Release is a promotional material via the media 
for the Switching Offer.  In fact, OFCA notes that on 11 June 2011, five 
newspapers16 published information about the Switching Offer, with one of 
                                                           

16 The five newspapers were Ming Pao, Oriental Daily, The Sun, SingTao and Wen Wei Po. 
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making reference to the Saving Claim of HK$2,400 as follows -   
 

“該公司的新聞稿更指出，電盈的家居電話月費為110元，即客

戶倘攜號轉台至香港寬頻，每月可節省 多100.1元，兩年合

共省下2400元。” 
 

35. OFCA notes that the newspaper had made direct reference to the 
Chinese Press Release by stating the Saving Claim and the Switching Offer. 
Contrary to HKBN’s view that no elements in the Press Releases would cause a 
reasonable man to believe the Press Releases were a piece of marketing material, 
OFCA considers that a reasonable man after reading the Saving Claim as 
reported in the newspaper would likely believe that an existing customer of 
PCCW RTL service would indeed make a saving of up to HK$2,400 by 
switching subscription to HKBN HomeTel service.  OFCA considers the 
Chinese Press Release issued to the media did not only just give an “update” 
about HKBN’s telephone service as claimed by HKBN, but also had the 
effect of promoting the false Saving Claim, which was misleading or 
deceptive in the context of section 7M of the TO.  
 
Allegation 4: HKBN’s adverting campaign was misleading as to failure to 
disclose material information 
 
36. OFCA’s main concern is whether the omission to mention in some 
of the advertising materials that (a) HKBN HomeTel service could not work 
where there is a power failure and as such the PE Link service is not supported; 
and (b) the replacement of HKBN HomeTel service by Broadband Phone 
Service where the former could not be provided were material purchasing 
information which would have affected customers in making a purchasing 
decision. 
 
37. In the TA Report 200417 , the former TA considered that the 
Broadband Phone’s reliance on a working power supply was not a material 
section 7M issue because he was satisfied that consumers’ attention would be 
                                                           

17 See footnote 10. 
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drawn to this operational limitation by HKBN’s marketing materials, 
registration form and installation pamphlet.   In general, OFCA agrees that the 
reliability rate of power supply in Hong Kong is high and notes that HKBN has 
an outage contingency plan to ensure basic telephone service would be 
maintained during planned outage.  The complainant considered that the 
non-support to PE Link service is an important omission because a significant 
percentage of PCCW RTL Service’s customers were elderly and cost sensitive 
customers and a service without power backup was not comparable to the 
PCCW RTL service.  However, OFCA notes that the advertisements concerned 
were promoting a residential telephone service and not a service that support a 
PE Link service.  There was no supporting information that a significant 
percentage of PCCW RTL service customers did display such characteristics,   
or the Switching Offer was aimed at such customers.  Hence, the failure of 
HKBN to mention the non-support of PE Link service in the advertisements 
does not appear to OFCA to be a “material omission” to the customers targeted 
at by the advertisements.  In any case, OFCA notes that HKBN had made clear 
in its webpage and hotline that HKBN HomeTel service could not run properly 
in case of power failure and hence was not suitable for connection to the PE 
Link service, and this should give sufficient and appropriate alert to those 
specific customers seeking to use telephone lines for connection to PE Link 
service. 
 
38.  Regarding the replacement of HKBN HomeTel service by 
Broadband Phone Service, OFCA notes that the monthly fee and the substance 
of the HKBN HomeTel service and Broadband Phone Service were the same 
under the Switching Offer. 
  
39. Having examined all the information above, OFCA considers 
that the two issues in the relevant promotional material are not material 
information that would affect customers’ purchase decision and the 
omission of such information is not a breach of section 7M.  
 
Allegation 6: HKBN’s advertising campaign did not compare “like for like” 
 
40. The complainant alleged that the comparison of the maximum 
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published price of PCCW RTL service of HK$110 per month with the 
promotional price of HKBN HomeTel service of HK$9.9 per month was not 
made “like for like” because PCCW’s website featured 24 month term plan of 
PCCW RTL service offered with a variety of free gifts valued up to HK$1,298 
and discounted gifts with savings valued up to HK$7,380.  According to the 
printouts of PCCW RTL offers provided by the complainant, OFCA notes that 
the free gifts or discounted offers in the PCCW’s webpage were only applicable 
to new or port-in customers but not the then existing PCCW customers who 
were in fact the targeted customers of HKBN’s Switching Offer.  
 
41. In considering whether the above comparison in relation to pricing 
is “like for like”, OFCA refers to paragraph 3.26 of the 7M Guidelines which 
state that -  
 

“Comparative advertising should typically only refer to special 
offers if the period and any applicable conditions are clearly 
expressed.  Information in comparative advertising published by 
licensees should be current, the basis for comparative price claims 
should be provided and any time or geographic restrictions should 
be disclosed. “ 

 
42. OFCA notes that the monthly fee of HK$110 was the published 
price for PCCW’s RTL service customers and PCCW did not publish at its 
website any discount offers and free VAS for its existing RTL service 
customers at the material time.   Furthermore, the monthly fee of HK$9.9 was 
the promotional price for HKBN HomeTel service.  Based on the above 
consideration, OFCA is of the view that the complainant’s allegation of 
misleading/deceptive representations by HKBN in this respect is not 
established. 
 
Allegation 7: HKBN’s advertising campaign was inconsistent as to the 
treatment of the four VAS  
 
43. OFCA notes that among all the promotional materials, only MOPU 
Ad2 has stated that a fee of HK$9.9 per month included four VAS but in fact the 
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price of HK$9.9 was exclusive of the four VAS.  OFCA is aware that MOPU 
Ad 2 was displayed on 46 commercial websites via WordSnap network18 for 
about three weeks during the two periods 17 – 28 June and 6 – 13 July 2011.  
OFCA disagrees with HKBN that the MOPU Ad2 only targeted frequent 
Internet or sophisticated users, who would not be easily misled by the 
advertisement.  This is because the MOPU Ad 2 would automatically pop up 
when any Internet users moved the mouse cursor over the highlighted keywords
“電話”  (English translation: “Telephone” ) and“屋企”  (English 
translation: “Home”) on the websites concerned.  In any case, HKBN 
admitted that the mistake was due to an editorial error made by a HKBN’s staff 
in preparing MOPU Ad2 and uploading it to the production website without 
seeking approval from his supervisor.  OFCA considers the mistake a 
substantive one as it had wrongly included four VAS in the monthly price of 
HK$9.9.  OFCA therefore considers that the statement in MOPU Ad2 
concerning “破天荒優惠價，惟電訊盈科家居電話客戶轉台獨享，月費

$9.9，包 4 項增值服務，請即登記！” (English translation is “Extraordinary 
exclusive switching offer to PCCW RTL customer, register now for 
HK$9.9/month includes four VAS!”) was misleading or deceptive in breach 
of section 7M of the TO. 
 
44. OFCA notes that HKBN has enhanced its checking procedure for 
publication of MOPU advertisement by requiring the subject officer to pass the 
completed files to his/her supervisor for preview before uploading the files to 
the production website.  In addition, OFCA notes that HKBN has set up the 
“safe-net” arrangement to remedy any similar problem that may occur in future.  
OFCA recognises that the enhanced checking procedure would strengthen the 
supervision of the subject officer, who is responsible for publication of MOPU 
advertisements and avoid similar editorial error in the future; while the “safe-net” 
arrangement would help settle customers’ complaints of similar nature in future.  
Nevertheless, the enhanced checking procedure and the “safe-net” arrangement 
are both remedial measures taken after the breach was committed.  These 
measures cannot rectify the breach but they will be taken into account as 

                                                           

18 For details of the WordSnap network, please refer to the website at 
http://wordsnap.pixelmedia-asia.com/wordsnap_network.php. 
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mitigating factors when the CA considers the appropriate sanction for HKBN. 
  
Allegation 8: HKBN’s adverting campaign possibly involved “bait advertising” 
 
45. Regarding the allegation that HKBN had adopted bait advertising, 
OFCA takes into account paragraph 3.30 of the 7M Guidelines which states that 
“a licensee may have engaged in misleading or deceptive conduct where….. the 
products or services are……only available for a very limited period in 
circumstances where these limitations were not highlighted in the 
advertisement for those products or services”.    OFCA also notes the Deadline 
was extended from 30 June 2011 to 13 September 2011 and that for the eDM Ad 
referral program to 30 September 2011.  As the advertisement for the Switching 
Offer was last published on 29 July 201119, customers had more than one 
month’s time to register for the Switching Offer.  The registration period for the 
Switching Offer could not be considered as “a very limited period”.  
 
46. HKBN advised that no customer was required to pay the higher 
monthly fee of HK$45 or HK$55 due to the two situations in the fine prints as 
mentioned in paragraph 2(a)(vi) above.  OFCA notes that the monthly 
subscription fees for the two services are the same under the Switching Offer.  
Moreover, customers are free to cancel the application during the verification 
stage if he/she did not accept Broadband Phone Service as a replacement of 
HKBN HomeTel service.  On the whole, OFCA does not consider that 
HKBN had adopted any bait advertising tactic as alleged by the 
complainant in breach of section 7M of the TO. 
 
 
THE CA’S ASSESSMENT AND DECISION 
 
47. After examining the facts of the case, the 
information/representations provided by the complainant and HKBN, the CA 
affirms OFCA’s assessment that HKBN’s representations on the Saving Claim 
                                                           

19   As advised by HKBN’s reply email on 30/9/2012, advertisements for the Switching Offer at HKBN’s 
Website and Facebook were last published on 30 August 2011. 
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promulgated in the Chinese Press Release and the representations in MOPU 
Ad2 that the monthly fee of HK$9.9 included four VAS are misleading or 
deceptive in breach of section 7M of the TO.  A financial penalty should be 
imposed.  
 
48. This is the sixth occasion on which a financial penalty is imposed 
on HKBN under section 7M of the TO, and the maximum penalty stipulated by 
the TO is HK$1,000,000.  In considering the appropriate level of financial 
penalty in this case, the CA has had regard to the Guidelines on the Imposition 
of Financial Penalty issued under section 36C of the TO (the “Guidelines”).  
Under the Guidelines, the CA is to consider the gravity of the breach (such as 
the nature and seriousness of the infringement, damage caused to third parties 
by the infringement, and duration of the infringement), whether the licensee 
under concern has previous records of similar infringements, and whether there 
is any aggravating or mitigating factors.  
 
49. In considering the gravity of the breach and therefore the starting 
point for the level of penalty, the CA refers to the MOPU Ad2 and the Chinese 
Press Release issued to 20 media partners as well as the news report about the 
Saving Claim.  
 
50. Regarding the MOPU Ad2, HKBN advised that it was placed at 46 
commercial websites via WordSnap network from 17 – 28 June and 6 – 13 July 
2011.  As the MOPU Ad2 (which incorrectly stated that the monthly price of 
HK$9.9 included the four VAS) had been placed for some three weeks, a 
substantial number of PCCW RTL customers might have seen it and might have 
been misled by what it had represented.  The CA notes that for all promotional 
materials under the Switching Offer, only MOPU Ad2 has mistakenly included 
the four VAS in the monthly price of HK$9.9.   While the CA can accept that the 
mistake was due to human error, this is also a reflection of failure of  HKBN to 
implement effective means to ensure the accuracy of its promotional materials.   
 
51. As for the Chinese Press Release and the news report about Saving 
Claim, the CA finds that there was only one newspaper published on 11 June 
2011 reporting the amount of Saving Claim of HK$2,400.  As the newspaper 
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was accessible to the general public, the CA considers that quite a substantial 
number of readers would have read about the Saving Claim. 
 
52. Nonetheless, the CA recognises that the potential customers who 
clicked on MOPU Ad2 would be directed to the Web Registration Form or 
Facebook Ad where all the terms and conditions of the Switching Offer would 
be provided.  Further, when registration was made through the hotline, HKBN 
hotline staff would inform customers that the Switching Offer of HK$9.9 will 
not include four VAS.   Similarly, potential customers who read the news report 
about the Saving Claim would find out that there was an installation fee of 
HK$200 when they read the advertisements of the Switching Offer or subscribe 
to the Switching Offer through the Web Registration Form or the hotline.  In 
that sense, the negative impact of the mistake in MOPU Ad2 and the Saving 
Claim in the press release was limited.   
 
53. The CA notes that the former OFTA had only received this 
industry complaint concerning MOPU Ad2 and the Chinese Press Release.   
Also, there was no evidence that a considerable number of consumers were 
actually misled by the MOPU Ad2 and the Chinese Press Release.   
 
54. The above notwithstanding, the CA also notes that there was a 
similar breach committed by HKBN in 2004 under section 7M of the TO, 
whereby the contravention was related to misrepresentations in pricing and cost 
savings in the printed/static advertisements.   In the present case, the breaches 
were related to the false/misleading information as to the Saving Claim made in 
the Chinese Press Release and information in the MOPU Ad2 that the monthly 
fee of HK$9.9 included four VAS. 
 
55. In consideration of the above, the CA is of the view that the 
appropriate starting point for determining the level of financial penalty is 
HK$180,000. 
 
56. On mitigation factor, the CA notes that HKBN has, upon receipt of 
the complaint promptly strengthened the checking procedure by assigning a 
supervisor to preview the contents of the advertising files before uploading 
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them to the production website.  Moreover, the CA notes that HKBN has 
introduced the “safe-net” arrangement to help settle customers’ complaints in 
future in cases where there are inconsistency of terms set out in different 
marketing materials of the same campaign or offer.    While this is a positive 
additional measure taken by HKBN, for the avoidance of doubt, the  “safe-net” 
arrangement is remedial in nature, and HKBN cannot, by adopting such a 
remedial measure, absolve itself of possible charges of contravening section 7M 
if similar problem arises in future.  Each such complaint, if any, would be 
considered based on the facts and circumstances and on a case by case basis.  
Overall speaking however, the CA considers that HKBN has demonstrated its 
genuine sincerity in promptly rectifying its mistakes. Further, HKBN has been 
cooperative with the former OFTA and OFCA throughout the investigation.   
 
57. Having carefully considered the circumstances of the case and 
taking all factors into account, the CA concludes that in this case of the sixth 
occasion on which a financial penalty is imposed under section 7M of the TO on 
HKBN, the penalty which is proportionate and reasonable in relation to the 
conduct concerned is HK$120,000.  
 
 
 
 
 
The Communications Authority 
January 2013 



Annex A 
The News Ad (English) 



The News Ad (Chinese) 



Annex B 

Fine Print published at the bottom of newspaper advertisement for “Exclusive 
Switching Offer to PCCW Residential Fixed Line Customers” by HKBN 

English version
* This offer is only applicable to existing PCCW residential fixed line customers. 
Under this service plan offer, monthly service fee for HomeTel Service is $9.9, 
monthly service fee for HomeTel Service with Value-Added Services^ is $19.9, and 
subscriber must subscribe to a 24-month contract. In order to be entitled to this offer, 
subscriber must (i) subscribe to and install designated HKBN HomeTel Service on or 
before 30 June 2011 (ii) submit a duly completed Notification of Service 
Disconnection form (“NSD form”) to HKBN within 30 days after installation of the 
HKBN HomeTel Service and (iii) successfully port his/her existing residential 
telephone number to HKBN. Offer valid only while quota lasts. The monthly service 
fee will be automatically increased to $45 (for HomeTel Service) and $55 (for 
HomeTel Service with Value-Added Services) for a 24-month contract (while all other 
terms and conditions remain the same) in the following two situations: (i) subscriber 
fails to submit a duly completed NSD form to HKBN within 30 days after installation 
of HKBN HomeTel Service (service fees will start to incur from the day after 
installation of the HKBN HomeTel Service) or (ii) subscriber has submitted a duly 
completed NSD form to HKBN but subscriber’s existing residential telephone number 
is unable to be ported to HKBN successfully within 180 days after installation of 
HKBN HomeTel Service (service fees will start to incur from the 181th day); the 
temporary telephone number provided by HKBN will continue to provide service to 
subscriber in these two situations. 

^ HomeTel Value-Added Services includes Caller Display, Call Waiting, Conference 
Call and Block-the-blocker. 

1. An installation fee of $200 will be charged from subscriber and will not be refunded 
to subscriber. The contract will be effective once the subscriber has installed HKBN 
HomeTel Service and successfully ported his/her existing residential telephone number 
to HKBN. Subscriber must continuously subscribe to the service plan within the 
contract period. If subscriber terminates the subscribed service at the service 
installation address within the contract period, subscriber shall pay a sum of $550 or 
the total amount of service monthly fees for the entire remaining contract period 
(whichever is the higher) to HKBN as liquidated damages. Such fee being a genuine 
pre-estimate of the loss that HKBN will suffer and is not a penalty.  2. Subscriber 
must prepay service fees of $230 upon successful installation of HKBN HomeTel 
Service. The prepayment amount will be rebated to subscriber after subscriber’s
existing residential telephone number has been successfully ported to HKBN. 
Subscriber for HomeTel Service will be rebated $9.9 on a monthly basis from the 1st to 
the 23rd month, and will be rebated $2.3 for the 24th month of the contract period. 
Subscriber for HomeTel Service with Value-Added Services will be rebated $19.9 on a 
monthly basis from 1st to the 11th month, and will be rebated $11.1 from the 12th month 



of the contract period.  3. HKBN will provide subscriber with a temporary telephone 
number after successful installation of the HKBN HomeTel Service, which will be 
automatically disabled 10 days after subscriber’s existing residential telephone number 
has been successfully ported to HKBN.  4. This offer is subject to other relevant 
terms and conditions.      

Chinese version
* ( $9.9)

^( $19.9) 24
30

$45(
) $55( ) 24

(i) 30

( ) (ii)
180

( 181 )

^

1. $200

$550 ( )

2. $230
(

1 23 $9.9 24 $2.3
1 11 $19.9 12 $11.1) 3.

10 4.



Annex C 
The Web Registration Form (only available in Chinese) 







Annex D(1) 

The MOPU Ad 1 on news.hk.yahoo.com 



Annex D(2) 
The MOPU Ad 2 on www.style-tips.com

The MOPU Ad 2 on www.am730.com.hk



The MOPU Ad 2 on news.mingpao.com

The MOPU Ad 2 on www.discuss.com



Annex E(1) 

Photo 1 : Poster at a HKBN’s shop



Photo 2 : A close view on the Poster 



Annex E(2) 

Photo 3 : Handheld Marketing Material 



Annex F 
Chinese Press Release 







Annex G 
English Press Release 





Annex H 

Billboard advertisement at Cotton Tree Drive 



Annex I 

An eDM advertisement (Chinese) 







Annex K 
Screen Capture of the Web Ad (English) 



fine print shifts upward to show the installation fee of $200 



Screen Capture of the Web Ad (Chinese) 



fine print shifts upward to show the installation fee of $200 



Annex L 
Screen Capture of the Facebook Ad (Chinese) 



Annex M 

Billboard advertisement at Yuen Long LRT Station 
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